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Click&Storage

Solution for pick-up and delivery of online 
purchases or custody of personal items



Our workplace is where we spend most of the day. Therefore, it has become more 
and more usual for workers to give the company name where they work as a shipping 
address. The result is a pile of parcels on shelves that nobody controls.

DROP POINT SYSTEMS SMART LOCKERS  
CAN PROVIDE 3 SERVICES:

Pick-up and delivery of all online orders from/
addressed to workers. 

A simple interface locates the worker’s name, without 
exposing contact details, and allows the carrier to deliver 
a parcel in seconds. He just needs to select the person’s 
name and size of locker to make the deposit. The 
recipient automatically receives a code by email and/or 
SMS to withdraw the order.

Delivery of documents or items from a worker 
to another workmate.

The recipient receives a code by email/SMS for 
the pick-up as if it were a shipment in his name.

Storage of objects in smart lockers for personal use.

A safe place to store objects is very convenient (helmet, 
gym bag…). For this reason, some of the lockers can be 
reserved for personal use. In this case, the uses the same 
code all the time. If the locker has a two-dimensional 
reader or NFC reader, he’ll just have to get the mobile 
close to open it.



ALSO A SOLUTION FOR:

AND REMEMBER: you can use the locker to advertise your company!

www.inko21.com

Neighbourhood associations: with the rise of e-commerce, apartment blocks 
and residential areas are filled with packages coming at times where the owners 
are not at home and so, we see parcels dropped at the entrance. Smart lockers 
are the solution. And they can also have other uses, such as being a safe place to 
keep the keys for the cleaning staff.

Companies in general: To manage shipments and pick-up without the need to be 
waiting for the arrival of the carrier.

Campsites: very useful to campsite users to pick up their online purchase during 
their stay. By using lockers, they forget about queuing at the supermarket and will 
safely receive their orders.  

Co-working areas: very practical for pick-up and delivery or custody of products.

If you are interested in this product, we will be very pleased to help you

CONTACT US!

Official Distributor

https://www.inko21.com/de/vertrieb/drop-point-systems/#kontakt
https://www.inko21.com/de/



